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I MEF MISSION STATEMENT

EXHIBIT AT MARINE WEST
   Give first hand exposure to the latest in defense manufacturing, 
science, technology, warfighting products, services, and 
equipment to first echelon occupational users who have relevant 
and relatable knowledge of the current operational environment  

   Opportunity for Marines to analyze available products and 
technologies in a format which permits the most tactically 
and technically proficient Marines from all components of the 
MAGTF to provide professional recommendations and input 
regarding what they see directly to the exhibitors  

   Compelling venue for small business material solution providers 
seeking to fill niche resource gaps which tactical leaders purchase 
with organizational funds

   Serves as a rigorous 2Q FY19 “mission rehearsal” which allows 
industry exhibitors to perfect their products and presentation 
in preparation for the Marine Corps System Command and 
PEO Land Systems Advance Planning Briefs to Industry & 
one-on-one PM meetings at the flagship Modern Day Marine 
Exposition in September

“Provide the Marine Corps a globally responsive, expeditionary, 
and fully scalable Marine Air Ground Task Force (MAGTF), 
capable of generating, deploying, and employing ready forces 
and formations for crisis response, forward presence, major 
combat operations, and campaigns.”  

Its Major Subordinate Commands (MSC) include the 1st Marine 
Division, 1st Marine Logistics Group, 3rd Marine Aircraft Wing, 
1st Marine Expeditionary Brigade, as well as the 11th, 13th, and 
15th Marine Expeditionary Units. 

Marine West is the first of two calendar year Marine Expos “end 
user shows,” which provide an opportunity for product feedback 
from the most credible source possible – those currently “engaged 
in the fight.”

Camp Pendleton is the home of the First Marine Expeditionary Force (I MEF) 
and embraces the motto of “In Every Climb and Place.”   


